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ABSTRACT 

 
According to increasing application of wireless communication techniques in medical data transmission, data privacy and security are 

crucial. Currently there are several algorithms that function as data encryption methods. These algorithms often use a pre-determined 

constant key of minimum 128 bits long. Quasiperiodic characteristics of medical data and same encryption keys lead to periodic behavior 
of the encrypted data, which undermines the security. In this paper the key for each block encryption changes by applying a chaotic series, 

and it is not easily possible to derive one key in accordance to the previous one. In order to evaluate quality, efficiency and security of this 

method, a comparison was made between this method and the most powerful encryption method of Rijndael by means of seven factors. 
The largest share of employed data for evaluation purpose is cardiac clinical records.  Lower noise sensitivity (30 times lower), faster 

(almost 27 times more), and higher pattern hiding ability are advantages of the proposed method over traditional Rijndael. 

 

Keywords: Medical Record Encryption, Chaotic Series, Medical Signal Encryption, One Time Pad, Encryption Quality, Efficiency and 

Security Analysis of medical data, medical data privacy. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 Development in telecommunications technology 

and especially wireless communications, raise the 

need for data encryption and hiding. Furthermore 

data privacy can be obtained only through encryption 

techniques. Innovative techniques’ presence in 

medical science and engineering implementation in 

medicine made significant improvement in offered 

services in recent decades. In addition, in the last 

decade telecommunications technology were 

employed in medicine aiming to transmit medical 

data, create telemedicine and electronic health care. 

Data transmission strongly needs to be provided with 

communication and data security and privacy. 

Network security problems are generally divided into 

four closely related categories: (1) Secrecy, (2) 

Authentication, (3) Non-Repudiation and (4) 

Integrity control. Medical records of a patient may 

contain critical information that should not be 

accessible to non-authorized persons. Not only does 

keeping medical records of the patient inaccessible 

secures the patient privacy but also protect patient’s 

data from being invaded and threatened. Patient’s 

medical data invasion is done either from inside or 

outside the medical system. Invasion form outside 

the medical system is carried out by listening and or 

modifying the medical records through computer 

network attacks such as eavesdropping, packet 

injection, and man-in-the-middle attacks. Clinicians, 

patients or individuals at the health care service 

could be inside intruders. Motivations for invasion 

could be medical malpractice cover up and 

healthcare insurance fraud [1-3]. The most common 

procedure to preserve security and privacy of 

medical records is encryption. Although there has not 

been a proposed encryption method specifically for 

medical records, there are several methods that are 

implemented for encryption purpose regardless of the 

content. Blowfish, DES, IDEA, RC5, RC6,  Triple 

DES,  Rijndael,  Serpent,  and Twofish are the most 

common encryption methods with symmetrical key 

among which twofish, Rijndael, Serpent are the most 

successful ones. All these methods usually employ a 

128 to 256 bits key [4-9]. 

 The aforementioned encryption methods’ 

security is guaranteed by complex processes while 

encrypting. Moreover, according to the block 

encryption (block cipher design), error sensitivity 

significantly rises in the stream data transmission. A 

new encryption method combined of one time pad 

encryption algorithm and chaotic systems is 

introduced in this paper. This method is simple and 

has unique efficiency in medical records encryption. 
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The section 2 contains the proposed method and 

Rijndael method descriptions. The employed data in 

this study are introduced in section 3. The 

comparison and evaluation of the proposed method is 

carried out by 7 factors in section 4 and the 

conclusion regarding the implemented method could 

be reached in section 5.  

 

Implemented method: 

 The proposed encryption method employ one 

time pad encryption method beside chaotic system 

generates the encryption key.  

 The key produced by chaotic system does not 

have the periodic characteristic, it does not converge 

or diverge, and chaotic system creates a key set. This 

key set is chaotic as well therefore it is not easy to 

get one key according to its previous one. The next 

step is to perform one time pad encryption method 

employing these keys. Further in this section 

Rijndael and one time pad encryption methods are 

described. 

 

2-1 Advanced Encryption Standard: 

 Nowadays symmetric encryption gained higher 

popularity in comparison with conventional 

encryption methods (substitution and transposition) 

mainly due to its high complexity. These methods are 

called symmetric because the decryption and 

encryption are performed using the same key. 

 In cryptography terminology, the data to be 

encrypted, the employed encryption key and the 

encrypted data are regarded as Plaintext, cipher key 

and Ciphertext respectively. The intruder who solely 

keeps data under surveillance and who modifies the 

encrypted message are appointed as passive and 

active intruders respectively in cryptography. 

 As a consequence of breaking DES encryption 

1997, the NITS decided to introduce a new and 

powerful encryption system with Advanced 

Encryption System code name [10]. 

 In 1998, Serpent  ،Rijndael  ،Twofish  ،RC6  and  

MARS algorithms took a part in AES election 

contest. Rijndael algorithm won this competition in 

terms of security, efficiency, simplicity and memory 

requirements priorities. 

 Rijndael encryption algorithm employs 128, 192 

and 256-bits cipher keys and 128-bits Plaintext block 

size. This algorithm consists of several rounds; and 

each round, except first round (or round zero), has 

four steps. 

 In contrast with DES, which performs on bits, 

Rijndael goes on bytes. Therefore it is easier to 

implement Rijndael rather than DES both on 

software and hardware perspectives. 

 The initial phase takes place before any rounds 

get started. The initial round is also called the key 

expansion step, since certain numbers of round keys 

are generated from the main key. Key generation 

procedure illustrated in Figure.1. 

 
Fig. 1: Initial phase, the key expansion. 

 

 Each round key belongs to a specific round and 

it is only utilized in its corresponding round. In round 

zero the 128-bit block is placed in a 4×4 two 

dimensions array, which is called state. This array is 

updated in each step of round. Having state array 

built, in round zero this array is XORed byte by byte 

to the zero round’s key; this procedure is repeated in 

every round with corresponding round key. 

 In the first step, substitution step, byte by byte 

substitution of components of state array with new 

values take place through s-box.  This process done 

by monoalphabetic substitution.  

 

 
Fig. 2: SubByte Step. 

 

 The second step, shift rows step, in each row 

bytes are shifted to the left according to the number 

of the corresponding row's number. Subsequently, 

first row or row number zero stays untouched; row 

number one is shifted one byte to the left, row 

number two is shifted two bytes to the left and row 

number three is shifted three bytes to the left. Figure 

3 presents this row shifting process. 
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 In third step, mix columns, columns are mixed 

individually. In this process the state array is 

multiplied by a Finite Glaois Field modulo. To 

simplify this step look-up tables are employed. Each 

new column is obtained by two times search in the 

look-up table and three XORs.  

 

 

 
Fig. 3: Shift rows step. 

 

 
Fig. 4: The mix columns step. 

 

 Finally in the fourth step, the round key is 

XORed byte by byte to the state array. Figure 5 

shows the process in the fourth step. 

Rijndael decryption and encryption are different in 

permutations’ and substitutions’ order [11, 12]. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Add Round Key Step. 

 

2-2 OPT Encryption method: 

 In 1882, for the first time Frank Miller 

introduced OTP encryption in telegraphy. In 1917, 

Gilbert Vernam invented an electrical 

implementation of this encryption method and 

patented it as teleprinter in 1919 [13]. In this method 

each character of the message is electrically 

combined with a punched tape key; this key was 

repeated in a loop. 

 Later on Joseph Mauborgne found out if the key 

is perfectly accidental and random with the same 

length of message it is impossible to decrypt a 

message without having the key. 

 Logical gates and circuits being available, the 

onetime pad encryption method could be easily 

implemented by a two-input XOR gate. Having the 

string bit message and the key as XOR gate inputs, 

the output is the Cipher message. 

 Having the string key, it is easy to decrypt the 

message by an XOR gate; while the key and Cipher 

message are the inputs and the original message is 

the output. 

 Given P and K are the original plaintext and the 

cipher key respectively, their XOR will be C which 

is the Ciphertext. D is the decrypted message and 

also C xored K output. The OTP decryption and 

encryption methods are defined as (1): 
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 The continuous equality of the original and 

decrypted Cipher data is illustrated in Table1. 

 Figure 6 depict a simple scheme of OTP 

encryption and decryption implementation by XOR 

gate. 

 
Table 1: OTP accuracy evaluation; P: original message; K: encryption key; C: Cipher message; D: decrypted message. 

P K C D 

0 0 0 0 

1 1 0 

1 0 1 

0 1 1 

 
Fig. 6: Encryption and decryption method with two XOR gate. 

 

 It can be easily inferred from Figure 6 that the 

OTP is uniquely simple in comparison with other 

encryption methods. Apart from simplicity, if the 

encryption key follows Shannon security it is 

impossible to decrypt without having the key [14, 

15]. 

 So, not only the key must be random and 

unpredictable but also the key and the plaintext 

should be of the same length. Consequently 

application of cryptographically secure 

pseudorandom number generator (CSPRNG) gained 

high level of importance as a key and there were 

many attempts to obtain a totally random unlimited-

length key[16, 17]. 

 In this paper an unpredictable infinite-length key 

is generated by chaotic system employed; this key is 

only producible by having the chaotic system’s input. 

 The encryption modes of ECB and CBC are 

implemented which are further explained in the 

following sections. 

 

2.2.1 ECB mode of OTP Encryption: 

 ECB encryption mode is the most 

straightforward encryption mode. In this mode each 

byte of plaintext is encrypted by the key individually. 

If the Plaintext consists of n bytes, it is divided to n 

parts: P1, P2…, Pn. The Ciphertext is obtained by 

encryption of each part separately in form of C1, 

C2… Cn. Decryption is also implemented on each 

part with the key separately. The encryption and 

decryption methods are defined in (2) and 

represented in Figure7.  Ek and Dk represent 

encryption and decryption algorithms respectively, as 

it was stated earlier in this paper encryption and 

decryption algorithms are the same in OTP. It should 

be mentioned that ECB encryption mode in OTP 

algorithm categorized as prefect stream cipher 

encryption algorithm. 

  niPKPEC iiKi ,..,1             (2) 

  niCKPDP iiKi ,...,1  

 Independently encrypting blocks, in addition to 

the simplicity avoids the error propagation from one 

bit or byte to other parts. So, this method is expected 

to have low noise sensitivity. 

 The most distinguished weakness with this 

method is that it does not hide the data pattern which 

can be easily seen in the images. This failure is 

illustrated in Figures 21-23 [18-20]. 

 

2.2.2 CBC mode of OTP encryption method: 

 The CBC mode is similar to EBC mode except 

that before encryption by the key, the plaintext byte 

is XORed with the previous encrypted byte. 

Encryption and decryption in this mode are stated in 

(3): 

    liCPKCPEC iiiiKi ,..,111             
 (3) 

    liCCKCPDP iiiiKi ,...,111  
 

 It can be seen from (3) that one byte from 

previous encryption is employed in the current 

encryption; therefore for the first data to be 

encrypted an initial value (IV) of zero is assigned to 

C0. Figure 8 and 9 illustrate the encryption and 

decryption in CBC method[21]. CBC mode can 

assume as rudimentary form of block cipher 

encryption algorithm. 

 The length of the block, which is encrypted in 

accordance with other blocks, is shown by l in (3). 

The larger block length improve pattern hiding of 

plaintext especially for images with obvious pattern. 

The large-length block deals with the weakness of 

ECB in hiding the image.  
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Fig. 7: ECB mode of OTP encryption and decryption method. 
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Fig. 8: CBC mode encryption. 

 

 

 
Fig. 9: CBC mode Decryption. 

 

 Considering that each byte is influenced by 

previous bytes, the noise in one byte is scattered to 

other next ones. 

EBC can be regarded as CBC with block length of 1.  

 

2.2.3 OTP method encryption key: 

 As it was mentioned earlier, in OTP encryption 

method infinite length unpredictable random key 

makes decryption to be impossible without key. The 

key with these specific characteristics can be 

achieved by random number generators. Since 

having the key is essential for decryption the key 

should be transmitted along with the encrypted data. 

Transmission of the key alongside the message 

threatens the security as well as doubles the data 

volume.  

 As a solution to the above mentioned problem, a 

key with aforementioned characteristics which could 

also be produced at decryption section with having 

little initial information is proposed.  Incorrect 

information makes generating the key impossible. 

Chaotic systems are well capable of producing the 

key with the above mentioned features[22, 23]. 

 In this paper a chaotic system is employed to 

generate the keys. The Mackey Glass series is one 

kind of chaotic series. It is worth mentioning that 

chaotic systems possess following features: 

- Non-linear 

- High initial condition sensitivity 

- Non repeatable trajectory over time 

- Entering the chaotic state by means of numerous 

branches 
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- Fractal dimension behavior 

The Mackey series is defined in (4): 
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)(1
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dt

dx
n









                   (4) 

 In (4) a, b and n are constant values,  is the 

delay. The equation chaotic behavior starts at ≥17. 

The equation has initial conditions on which it 

strongly depends [24-26]. 

 In this paper constant values of 0.2, 0.1, 10 and 

20 are assigned to a, b, n, and  respectively. The 

only variable parameter is the initial condition, so the 

equation (4) is simplified to (5): 
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                 (5) 

  Two time series with a slightly different initial 

condition, 1e-7 difference, and their difference is 

shown in Figure 10. As it can be seen from Figure 

10, a small difference in initial condition leads to a 

considerable difference in final results. 

0 20 40 60 80 100
0
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200

(c
)

Difference Between Two Series (Mean=74.03,VAR=2619)
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0

100
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(b
)

Mackey Glass Time Series (Tau=20 X0=1.2+1e-7)

 
Fig. 10: (a): Mackey Glass time series with initial condition of x0=1.2; (b): Mackey Glass time series with 

initial condition of x0=1.2+1e-7; (c): Difference between (a) and (b). 

 

 Space state diagram or Poincare section of two 

series, with a unit point difference in initial 

conditions, is shown in Figure 11. It can be easily 

inferred that a slight change in initial condition 

results in a huge output difference. 

 

2.3 Implementation of One time pad encryption 

employing chaotic key and Rijndael: 

 The intruder may have access to Ciphertext only, 

or part of Ciphertext and Plaintext. The intruder may 

be able to change any part of the Plaintext to 

Ciphertext and encryption algorithm should present 

robust security against these situations.   

 Kreckhoff principle states that encryption 

procedure should be clear and public, only the key 

needs to be hidden and concealed. Consequently, the 

intruder may be able to decrypt some parts of the 

data or even find out the key. Figure 12 illustrates the 

employed methods in this paper. 

 In Rijndael, cases that are encrypted with a 

constant key that is periodic, with a period larger 

than the block’s length, in some intervals the 

encrypted data may be periodic. This problem 

escalates when data is located in a frame with certain 

header and trailer. The intruder may as well insert 

invalid encrypted data without any information about 

the original signal. 
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Fig. 11a: Mackey Glass time series with initial condition of x0=2.2. 
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Fig. 11b: Mackey Glass time series with initial condition of x0=1.2. 

 

 In the proposed method even if the output signal 

is constant the encrypted signals is not periodic. 

Repeatedly changing key makes it possible to get 

various outputs for constant input. 

 Figure 13 shows that constant input result in a 

constant output. While in Rijndael given the block is 

128 bits, the output will be periodic in 8-bit blocks. 

One Time Pad 

Encryption

Chaotic Key

Generator

Cipher text 

Plaintext

Initial Values

Rijndeal 

Encryption

Cipher text 

Key

 
Fig. 12:  Encryption method block diagram. 
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Fig. 13: (a) Original data; (b) Encrypted data by AES; (c) Encrypted data by OTP in ECB mode. 
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3. Data: 

 To evaluate the algorithm four groups of dataset 

are employed. The first dataset consists of 10 

Electrocardiogram signals from MIT- BIH data set. 

The employed records are 103, 109, 212, 209, 123, 

117, 116, 111, 231 and 230[27]. 

 Second series of data comprise 4 

photocardiogram signals. These signals are derived 

from pec52.dat, pec33.dat, pec22.dat andpec1.dat 

data sets in Biomedical Signal Analysis book [28]. 

 Third group data covers 60 cardiac CT taken by 

Simens SOMATOM sensation 64 slices at Isfahan 

Milad hospital [29, 30]. Figure 14 illustrates the 

employed cardiac CT images. 

 

 
Fig. 14: 60 employed Cardiac CT for evaluation. 

 
Fig. 15: Employed logo images for hiding capability evaluation. 
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 Last dataset contains 8 logo images which are 

depicted in Figure 15, these images were used to 

evaluate the capability of the algorithm in hiding the 

original pattern after encryption and also spreading 

the histogram. All images have two colors (two color 

level of white and black); the four first ones 

encompass fewer details than the four last ones. 

 

4. Evaluation and results: 

 Different algorithms were introduced for 

encryption methods evaluation up to now [31-34]. In 

this paper encryption quality, key sensitivity, noise 

sensitivity, speed and process time for each of AES 

and OTP encryption methods are evaluated. For OTP 

encryption method in CBC mode, block size of 2, 4, 

16, 64, 128 and 256 are applied. 

4-1 Encryption Quality or Maximum Deviation 

Factor: 

 Encryption quality has direct relation to the 

difference in Plaintext’s and Ciphertext’s histogram. 

Encryption quality calculated by (6)[21, 31]. 

256

)()(
256

0






 L

CHistPHist

EQ
                (6) 

 In (6), Hist(P) and Hist(C) stands for Plaintext’s 

and Ciphertext’s histogram respectively. Table 2 

shows encryption quality for above mentioned 

cardiac data. It can be clearly seen, the highest 

encryption quality rate belongs to OTP ECB mode, 

and Rijndael and OTP CBC 64 have similar 

encryption quality. 

 
Table 2: Encryption quality of AES and OTP methods.  

Mode Block Size Cardiac CT ECG PCG 

OTP ECB 3.4521×105 45022 31172 

OTP CBC 2 3.3030×105 40610 30110 

OTP CBC 4 3.2460×105 39855 28847 

OTP CBC 16 3.1111×105 39712 28017 

OTP CBC 64 3.0573×105 39648 27679 

OTP CBC 128 3.0481×105 39714 27716 

OTP CBC 256 3.0416×105 39711 27509 

Rijndael 3.3165×105 39732 27495 

 

4-2 Correlation coefficient factor (CCF): 

 The second factor for evaluation of the 

encryption method is Correlation coefficient factor. 

This factor is the cross correlation of encrypted data 

and the original data. If this coefficient is closer to 

zero, the signals correlate less and vice versa. The 

encryption method quality is higher when the signals 

are less similar. The cross correlation is calculated by 

(7)[34, 35]. 
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 The results for cross correlation of original and 

encrypted data shown in Figure 16. According to this 

figure it can be seen that Rijndael and OTP CBC 256 

gained smallest correlation. 

 

4-3 Histogram: 

 Quality of the encryption method may also 

evaluate according to original data and encrypted 

data histogram[36]. The highest quality belongs to a 

method by which encrypted data histogram entirely 

spreads in all values comparing to original data 

histogram. Figure 17, 18 and 19 reveals a histogram 

change for ECG, EPG and Cardiac CT data 

respectively. 

 Based on the images, Rijndael and OTP CBC 

with block size of 64 or larger are able to spread the 

histogram over gray areas. Figure 19 shows that 

histogram did not perfectly spread by Rijndael. 

 Histogram of Logo1 from Figure 15 before and 

after encryption is displayed in Figure 20. As it was 

mentioned above these logos have two levels of 

white and black, therefore in comparison with other 

data sets it is more difficult for the histogram to be 

spread. 

 It can be inferred from Figure 20 that Rijdeal 

fails to spread the histogram it even functions weaker 

than OTP ECB. OTP CBC with block size of 64 bits 

and higher succeeded in histogram distribution. 

 

4-4 Pattern Hiding: 

 Covering up the pattern can be evaluated by 

image observation, similar to histogram; especially in 

images with extremely limited to a few gray levels it 

is more obvious. 

 Figure 21 illustrate encrypted image of one slice 

of the Cardiac CT image, histogram of which was 

illustrated in Figure 19. 

 Regarding the images encryption methods of 

OTP ECB, Rijndael and OTP BCB with block size 

up to 4 bytes failed to cover up the pattern. 

 Figures 22 and 23 shows logo1 and logo3 

encrypted images with different methods. 

Considering large white and black areas and sharp 

edges in the original images it is easier that Cardiac 

CT images to distinguish the pattern. 
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Fig. 16: Cross correlation chart. 
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Fig. 17: An ECG signal histogram before and after encryption; (a) The original data histogram; (b) Histogram 

of the encrypted data by OTP ECB; (c- h) Histogram of encrypted data by OTP CBC with different 

block size; (i) Histogram of the encrypted data by Rijndael.  
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Fig. 18: APCG signal histogram before and after encryption; (a) The original data histogram; (b) Histogram of 

the encrypted data by OTP ECB; (c- h) Histogram of encrypted data by OTP CBC with different block 

size; (i) Histogram of the encrypted data by Rijndael. 
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Fig. 19: A Cardiac CT image histogram before and after encryption; (a) The original data histogram; (b) 

Histogram of the encrypted data by OTP ECB; (c- h) Histogram of encrypted data by OTP CBC with 

different block size; (i) Histogram of the encrypted data by Rijndael. 
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Fig. 20: A logo 1 image histogram before and after encryption; (a) The original data histogram; (b) Histogram 

of the encrypted data by OTP ECB; (c- h) Histogram of encrypted data by OTP CBC with different 

block size; (i) Histogram of the encrypted data by Rijndael. 
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Fig. 21: A Cardiac CT slice image before and after encryption; (a) The original image; (b) The encrypted image 

by OTP ECB; (c- h) Encrypted image by OTP CBC with different block size; (i) Encrypted image by 

Rijndael. 
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Fig. 22: Logo1 image before and after encryption; (a) The original image; (b) The encrypted image by OTP 

ECB; (c- h) Encrypted image by OTP CBC with different block size; (i) Encrypted image by Rijndael. 
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Fig. 23: Logo3 image before and after encryption; (a) The original image; (b) The encrypted image by OTP 

ECB; (c- h) Encrypted image by OTP CBC with different block size; (i) Encrypted image by Rijndael. 

 

 Figure 22 and 23, prove the point previously 

claimed about failure of Rijndael, ECB and CBC 

mode with narrow window size in last paragraph.  

 

4-5 Process time and throughput: 

 Encryption speed and process time are important 

features of each encryption method. The process time 

for encryption depends on performed computations 

and tasks during encryption.  

 A powerful encryption method offers higher 

level of security with lower computation load. 

Encryption method with complex and heavy 

computations is not an appropriate method. 

 Average process time of different encryption 

method for encryption of each part of the ECG and 

PCG signals and each Cardiac CT image could be 

found in Table 3. The encryption is performed by a 

Intel Core 2 Quad Q6600 processor desktop with 

4GB memory on Windows 7 64-bit operating system 

and Matlab2011a 64-bit software. 

 According to Table 3 the process time decrease 

as the block size increases in OTP method. Rijndael 

process time is 37 times higher than that of OTP. 

 Encryption speed or output rate is inversely 

related to the process time. The chart in Figure 24 

presents the throughput of different encryption 

methods in kbps. This chart supports that OTP is 

significantly faster than Rijndael. 
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Table 3: Process time of AES and OTP encryption methods. 

Mode Block Size Cardiac CT ECG PCG 
OTP ECB 11.2358 0.8659 0.6099 

OTP CBC 2 7.3440 0.8405 0.5773 
OTP CBC 4 7.0607 39855 0.5588 
OTP CBC 16 6.8981 0.7949 0.5455 
OTP CBC 64 6.8968 0.7918 0.5427 
OTP CBC 128 6.8809 0.7921 0.5436 
OTP CBC 256 6.9095 0.7951 0.5458 

Rijndael 252.7497 29.8439 20.9993 

 

1101001000

Cardiac CT

ECG

PCG

kbpsCardiac CT ECG PCG

Rijndeal 8.1 7.84 7.62

CBC 256 296.4 294.29 293.18

CBC 128 297.64 295.4 294.34

CBC 64 296.95 295.52 294.84

CBC 16 296.89 294.4 293.33

CBC 4 290.06 286.65 286.31

CBC 2 278.87 278.41 277.15

ECB 252.75 270.23 262.33

Rijndeal CBC 256 CBC 128 CBC 64 CBC 16 CBC 4 CBC 2 ECB

 
 

Fig. 24: Speed chart of different encryption methods. 

 

4- 6 Noise sensitivity: 

 Noise sensitivity gain importance for event of 

the encrypted data transmission noise interference. A 

strong encryption method must have low noise 

sensitivity in addition to high security level and 

quality. The low noise sensitivity comes from 

resistance against noise in encrypted data. In cases of 

algorithm with high noise sensitivity the decrypted 

ciphertext contaminated by petty additive noise is 

useless and completely different with original data. 

To evaluate noise sensitivity, data is encrypted with 

aforementioned methods. A uniform random binary 

additive noise with 2% probability (or noise density) 

is applied to encrypted data. Noisy encrypted data is 

then decrypted. The error rate is calculated by MSE, 

MAE, SER and PSNR measures which are defined in 

(8), (9), (10) and (11) respectively. In these 

statements )(iP  and )(iP  indicates original data 

and decrypted noisy encrypted data respectively. N 

indicates length of the entire data. 

 



N

i

iPiP
N

MSE
1

2
)()(

1                  (8) 
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Rijndeal 3468 5028 2176

CBC 256 516 329 230

CBC 128 513 333 226

CBC 64 512 331 220

CBC 16 494 319 210

CBC 4 439 278 172

CBC 2 357 221 116

ECB 230 138 81

Rijndeal CBC 256 CBC 128 CBC 64 CBC 16 CBC 4 CBC 2 ECB

 
 

Fig. 25: Mean square error of all encryption methods after adding equal error to encrypted data. 

 

 Mean Absolute error is similar to MSE except 

that in MSE small difference are understated and 

large difference are magnified, while in MAE there is 

no enlarging and lessening.  





N

i

iPiP
N

MAE
1

)()(
1                       (9) 

 Mean absolute errors are calculated regarding to 

(9) and are shown in a chart in Figure 26. 

 

110100

Cardiac CT

ECG 

PCG

Cardiac CT ECG PCG

Rijndeal 25.3497 57.4742 28.5342

CBC 256 3.7223 3.0767 2.4589

CBC 128 3.7011 3.0974 2.4382

CBC 64 3.6858 3.0716 2.4067

CBC 16 3.5773 2.9726 2.2887

CBC 4 3.1924 2.621 1.9748

CBC 2 2.6534 2.1623 1.4671

ECB 1.7747 1.4063 1.0147

Rijndeal CBC 256 CBC 128 CBC 64 CBC 16 CBC 4 CBC 2 ECB

 
Fig. 26: Mean absolute error of all encryption methods after adding equal error to encrypted data. 
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 In digital data transmission, Symbol Error Ratio 

(SER) is considered a proper factor to evaluate the 

generated error percentage in each bit. SER indicates 

percentage of a symbols getting an error as 

consequence of additive noise. 

100
rofSymbolsTotalNumbe

rNumberSymbolErro
SER

             (10) 

 Symbol error ratio of decrypted data is 

calculated by (10) and is shown as chart in Figure 27. 

110100

Cardiac CT

ECG 

PCG

Cardiac CT ECG PCG

Rijndeal 27.5252 92.6856 79.3811

CBC 256 3.9808 4.178 3.5876

CBC 128 3.9705 4.1687 3.5779

CBC 64 3.9509 4.1446 3.5608

CBC 16 3.8667 4.0495 3.4753

CBC 4 3.4983 3.6899 3.136

CBC 2 3.0012 3.1798 2.6538

ECB 2.0187 2.1047 1.8188

Rijndeal CBC 256 CBC 128 CBC 64 CBC 16 CBC 4 CBC 2 ECB

 
Fig. 27: Symbol error ratio of all encryption methods after adding same noise to encrypted data. 

 

 Peak signal to noise ratio presents maximum 

possible power of signal to power of destructive 

noise. The signal power usually covers a vast interval 

therefore it is usually measured in decibel[37]. 

 










MSE

P
PSNR

max
log10                      (11) 

 Peak signal to noise ratio of all encryption 

methods is measured regarding to (11) and is shown 

as a chart in Figure 28. 

203040506070

Cardiac CT

ECG 

PCG

Cardiac CT ECG PCG

Rijndeal 29.3205 25.745 34.2925

CBC 256 48.3722 53.1482 56.4677

CBC 128 48.4359 53.0109 56.6519

CBC 64 48.4489 53.0552 56.8987

CBC 16 48.811 53.4162 57.3847

CBC 4 49.9836 54.8767 59.3766

CBC 2 52.0594 57.2454 63.2924

ECB 56.475 61.8883 66.9853

Rijndeal CBC 256 CBC 128 CBC 64 CBC 16 CBC 4 CBC 2 ECB

 
Fig. 28: Peak signal to noise ratio of all encryption methods after adding equal error to encrypted data. 
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 As it was expected, all error measurements 

assign less noise sensitivity to OTP ECB method in 

comparison to OTP CBC mode. 

 It is observed that larger block size leads to 

higher noise sensitivity up to a certain amount. 

 Strong noise sensitivity of Rijndael is supported 

by all error measurements. The originated error from 

the decryption of noise data with Rijndael by MSE, 

MAE and SER measures are 25, 27 and 33 times 

higher than that of OTP CBC Mode. 

 The noise sensitivity for all encryption methods 

are demonstrated in Figure 29, it can be easily 

observed that OTP ECB Mode and Rijndael have 

lowest and highest noise sensitivity respectively. 
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Fig. 29: A Cardiac CT slice image decryption after equally adding random noise; (a) The original image; (b) 

The encrypted image by OTP ECB; (c- h) Encrypted image by OTP CBC with different block size; (i) 

Encrypted image by Rijndael. 

 

4-7 Key sensitivity: 

 The key sensitivity, which is relative to the key 

length, is of great importance in encryption. In 

Rijndael algorithm a key with 128-bit length is 

employed. 

 In OTP algorithms, assigned values to variable 

a, b, n,  are 0.2, 0.1, 10 and 20 respectively. The 

initial value is set by a 32-bit float variable. To 

obtain more accurate initial value a 64-bit variable 

can be employed, although to preserve simplicity in 

this paper a 32-bit variable sets the initial value. The 

key length in OTP can vary between 32 and 208 bits, 

the minimum key length is chosen in this paper. 

 The key sensitivity is one of the critical features 

of a dominant encryption method. A small change in 

the key makes decryption impossible for a robust 

method. 

 In order to evaluate the key sensitivity a dataset 

is encrypted with KEY1 and decrypted with KEY2, 

which is different from KEY1 only in one bit. Ideally 

a maximum difference between main data and 

decrypted data should be obtained by a wrong key. 

 To measure the difference between images again 

MSE, MAE and PSNR are applied. The strongest 

algorithm leads to the highest degree of difference 

and error, with a small modification in the key. In 

terms of key sensitivity the desirable result is to have 

maximum value for MSE and MAE and minimum 

value for PSNR. 

 In all encryptions by Rijndael the following 128-

bit keys, which are different in the lowest value bit, 

are employed. The first key is applied for encryption 

and the second one for decryption. 

KEY1= 2B7E151628AED2A6ABF7158809CF4F3C 

KEY2= 2B7E151628AED2A6ABF7158809CF4F3B 

 All assessments in this section employed 32-bit 

keys as initial values of the Macky-Glass series. 

These keys are also different in the lowest value bit; 

the first key is applied for encryption and the second 

one for decryption[38]. 

KEY1= (3F99999A) Hex= (1.2000000) Dec 

KEY2= (3F99999B) Hex= (1.2000002) Dec 

 Table 4 illustrates the MSE measure for original 

data and decrypted data with second key. 

 The chart in Figure 30 shows the MSE measure 

for Rijndael, OTP CBC Mode and OTP ECB Mode. 

 
Table 4: Comparing OTP and AES methods’ key sensitivity by MSE measure. 

MSE OTP ECB OTP CBC 16 Rijndael 

Cariac CT 12087 12087 15754 

ECG 7,184 7,184 7,929 

PCG 5,795 5,795 6,170 
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Fig. 30: MAE of original image and decrypted image with wrong key by Rijndael, OTP CBC Mode and OTP 

ECB Mode. 

 

 Figure 31 illustrates PSNR measure for original 

and decrypted data by Rijndael and OTP in both 

modes method with modified key. 

 According to the results, the key sensitivity for 

OTP in CBC and EBC mode is the same; and the key 

sensitivity for Rijndael is higher than that of OTP. 

Statistical analysis of error with MSE, MAE and 

PSNR measures indicates that Rijndael is more 

sensitive to key variation than OTP. Considering 

MSE and MAE measures Rijndael produces error 

12.9% and 4.02% more than that of OTP, on the 

other hand Rijndael PSNR measure is 8.6% lower 

than that of OTP. However there is a slight 

difference between OTP and Rijndael, the statistical 

analysis support the powerfulness of Rijndael. 

10152025
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PSNR

Rijndeal

OTP CBC

OTP ECB

 
Fig. 31: MAE of original image and decrypted image with modified key by Rijndael, OTP CBC Mode and OTP 

ECB Mode. 

 

 Figure 32, represents logo3 image from Figure 

15, and its decryption with the second key, after 

being encrypted by Rijndael and OTP methods. 

 From Figure 32 it can be easily inferred that 

even with small difference in key, OTP method 

preserve the image pattern covered up. While 

Rijndael reveals the image pattern which is 

Rijndael’s weakness. Consequently it can be 

concluded that OTP for images with clear pattern is 

more key sensitive than Rijndael but this failure 

couldn't generalized for any other data types. 

 

5. Conclusion: 

 In this paper an encryption method for medical 

data is proposed, which has acceptable security in 

addition to its unique easy implementation.  

 This method is compared by 7 factors with 

Rijndael encryption method, the most powerful 

encryption method available. In Table 5 result of this 

comparison are briefly stated. 
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Fig. 32: (a) Original image; (b) OTP ECB Mode decryption with wrong key; (c) OTP CBC 16 Mode decryption 

with wrong key (d) Rijndael decryption with wrong key. 

 
Table 5: AES and OTP encryption evaluation. 

Method OTP ECB OTP CBC Rijndael 

EQ* Highest Intermediate Intermediate 

CCF** Highest Intermediate Lowest 

Histogram Spreading* Low Highest Lowest 

Pattern Hidding* Lowest High Low 

Spend Time**/ Throughput* Low/ High Lowest/ Hightest High/ Low 

Noise Sensitivity** Lowest High High 

Key Sensitivity* Intermediate Intermediate High 

    * Higher is better, ** Lower is better 
 

 The proposed algorithm is faster, less noise 

sensitive and also better keeps the data pattern 

hidden in comparison to Rijndael method. 

 It is a uniquely simple procedure, with an easily 

possible hardware implementation by logic gates and 

8-bit microprocessors. 
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